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Key questionsKey questions
• Why do US firms have so little leverage?y g

– The “low leverage puzzle” (Graham, 2000)

• Why do US firms hold so much cash?
– Total of 1.7 trillion dollars in 2006, 9.2% of total market 

value of equity (Duchin, 2010)

I ill th t b th tt b tl d t• I will argue that both patterns may be partly due to a 
common factor – exposure to systematic risk
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Debt, cash and debt – cash (1980-2008)
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The low leverage puzzleg p
• Many costs and benefits of debt

– Benefits: mitigating free cash flow (Jensen, 1986), increased 
incentives for management, monitoring from debtholders

– Costs: debt overhang (Myers, 1977), risk-shifting (Jensen 
and Meckling, 1976)

• Many of these effects are hard to measure and quantifyMany of these effects are hard to measure and quantify

• But the low leverage puzzle is based on a simple, 
quantifiable observation
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Tax benefits of debtTax benefits of debt
• Interest payments are tax-deductible, creating incentives for 

d bt t kidebt taking

• Graham (2000) suggests that for moderate leverage ratios, the 
marginal benefit of debt for the average firm is close to 16%
– So for example, 1 billion dollars of new debt creates 160M dollars of 

value through tax deductions. Moving from zero to 10% leverage 
increases value by 1.6%c eases va ue by .6%

• These benefits are substantial so why do some firms choose to• These benefits are substantial, so why do some firms choose to 
retain low leverage?
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Financial distress costs
• Standard textbook model: “Trade-off theory of capital 

structure”
– Tax benefits of debt are traded-off against costs of financial distress 

(bankruptcy)(bankruptcy)

• Examples of financial distress costs
Direct costs: litigation fees– Direct costs: litigation fees

– Indirect costs: loss of high-quality employees and costumers, managerial 
distraction, distortions in investment policy 

• Some estimates (fraction of pre-distress firm value)
• Direct costs: 3-5%
• Direct plus indirect costs: 10-23%
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Are these costs large or small?

• These costs materialize only if and when the firm gets in 
fi i l blfinancial trouble

• Andrade and Kaplan (1998)
– “…from an ex-ante perspective that trades off expected costs of 

financial distress against the tax and incentive benefits of debt, the 
costs of financial distress seem low [..]. If the costs are 10 percent, then 
the expected costs of distress [..] are modest because the probability of 
financial distress is very small for most public companies ”financial distress is very small for most public companies.

– For example, 10-year cumulative default probability for BBB-rated 
firms is approximately 5% (historical data)firms is approximately 5% (historical data) 
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Almeida and Philippon (2007, 2008)pp ( )

• If losses in value are 10-23% of pre-distress value, 
then the NPV of distress can actually be quite large

• Costs of financial distress must be risk-adjustedCosts of financial distress must be risk adjusted
– Financial distress more likely to happen in bad times

• Derive risk adjustment from corporate bond spreads
– Large credit spreads big risk-adjustmentg p g j

• Revisit capital structure issue
– Marginal distress costs just as large as Graham’s (2000) 

marginal tax benefits
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Valuation of distress costs – simple example

• In order to derive a simple formula, we assume that all 
quantities are constant over time

p φ

Φ

(1 – p)
p φ

φ

Φ

(1 – p)
p φ

…(1 – p)

Φ = NPV of distress at “date-0” (when leverage decision is made) 

b bili f di di (if di )φ
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p = probability of distress; = distress cost (if distress occurs) φ



Valuation of distress costs – Simple example

• The previous tree is equivalent to

p
φ

Φ

Φ1 - p

φpdistressofNPV =Φ φrp
distressofNPV

+
=Φ
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Valuation of distress costs – Simple example

• Let us put some numbers in this formula
Fφ

pφ

• Assume for now that investors are risk-neutral, so that  Frr =φ

Frp
pdistressofNPV
+

=Φ
φ

• BBB-rated firms

• historical yearly default rate, p = 0.5% (from Moodys)y y , p ( y )

• risk-free rate = 6.7% (10-year treasury, 1985-2004)

• distress cost = 16 5% of current value (Andrade Kaplan)φ• distress cost      = 16.5% of current value (Andrade-Kaplan)φ

%Φ 21%5.16*%5.0
==
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Distress costs versus tax benefits

• Are these costs large enough to balance tax benefits of debt?

• BBB-rated firms

• Median leverage ratio = 33% (Molina, 2005)

T b fit f d bt 16%*33% 5 2% f fi l• Tax benefits of debt = 16%*33% = 5.2% of firm value

%516*%50 %.Φ 21
%5.0%7.6
%5.16%5.0

=
+

=

• Thus, tax benefits of debt appear to be much larger than 
distress costs
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The importance of risk-premiaThe importance of risk premia

• This valuation assumes risk-neutrality, ignoring the 
fact that financial distress is more likely to happen in 
bad times

• But, how big is the risk-premium?

• Simple insight: we can infer the relevant risk-premium 
by examining the spreads at which corporate bonds 
trade in the market (default risk-premia)
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Bond valuation – BBB-rated firms

• BBB bonds trade at historical spreads of 1.90% over 
treasuriestreasuries

• However, this spread is not entirely due to default risk
• Liquidity: treasury bonds are more liquid

• Taxes: treasury bonds not subject to state and local taxesTaxes: treasury bonds not subject to state and local taxes

• Literature suggests that liquidity/tax component can be 
inferred by examining short-term AAA spreads (which are notinferred by examining short term AAA spreads (which are not 
affected by default)

• Historical data: 1-year AAA spread = 0.5%Historical data: 1 year AAA spread  0.5%  

• Let us use adjusted spread of 1.90% minus 0.50% = 
15
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Risk-adjusted probabilities (BBB rating)

• Rather than adjusting the discount rate, we adjust the default 
probability, and discount using the risk-free rate

(1 0 081) ρ = recovery rateρ (1+0.081)
q

ρ = recovery rate

Historical data: 0.41
1

(1+ 0 081)1 - q (1+ 0.081)1 q

)081.1(*41.0*)081.1(*)1(1 qq +−Valuation
067.1

)()()(1 qq
=Valuation
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Risk-adjusted probabilities (BBB rating)

• Rather than adjusting the discount rate, we adjust the default 
probability, and discount using the risk-free rate

(1 0 081) ρ = recovery rateρ (1+0.081)
q

ρ = recovery rate

Historical data: 0.41
1

(1+ 0 081)1 - q (1+ 0.081)1 q

)081.1(*41.0*)081.1(*)1(1 qq +−Valuation
067.1

)()()(1 qq
=Valuation

Thi i 2 2% f ti l th hi t i l
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Distress costs versus tax benefits (BBB firm)

• Let us redo the comparison, using now the risk-adjusted 
probability of default

BBB t d fi• BBB-rated firms

• Median leverage ratio = 33% (Molina, 2005)

• Tax benefits of debt = 16%*33% = 5.2% of firm value

%516*%22 %1.4
%2.2%7.6
%5.16%2.2

=
+

=Φ

• Thus, tax benefits of debt are of similar magnitude as risk-
dj t d di t t
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Table 3. Risk Neutral Cumulative Probabilities of Default, and 
Ratios Between Risk Neutral and Historical ProbabilitiesRatios Between Risk Neutral and Historical Probabilities

5-year 10-year

Credit 
Rating

Historical Risk-
Neutral

Ratio Historical Risk-
Neutral

Ratio Average 
RatioRating Neutral Neutral Ratio

AAA 0.14% 0.54% 3.83 0.80% 1.65% 2.07 3.57

AA 0.31% 1.65% 5.31 0.96% 6.75% 7.04 6.22

A 0.51% 7.07% 13.86 1.63% 12.72% 7.80 9.95

BBB 1.95% 11.39% 5.84 5.22% 20.88% 4.00 4.84

BB 11.42% 21.07% 1.85 21.48% 39.16% 1.82 1.86

B 31.00% 34.90% 1.13 46.52% 62.48% 1.34 1.21
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Table 4. Costs of Financial Distress, % of Firm Value,
Risk-adjusted

Historical Benchmark

AAA 0 25% 0 32%AAA 0.25% 0.32%

AA 0.29% 1.84%

A 0.51% 3.83%

BBB 1.40% 4.53%

BB 4.21% 6.81%

B 7.25% 9.54%

BBB 
minus 

AA
1.11% 2.69%
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Figure 4. Tax Benefits of Debt Minus Risk-Adjusted and Non 
Risk-Adjusted Distress Costs
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Empirical testsp
Key idea is that risk-premia reduces firm incentives to 
raise debtraise debt

How would we test this idea empirically?
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Empirical testsp
Key idea is that risk-premia reduces firm incentives to 
raise debtraise debt

How would we test this idea empirically?
Time-series: increase in credit spreads would 
reduce firm’s incentives to issue debt. That is, issue ,
debt when debt is cheap

True but perhaps not convincing Too obvious!True, but perhaps not convincing. Too obvious!
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Empirical testsp
Key idea is that risk-premia reduces firm incentives to 
raise debtraise debt

How would we test this idea empirically?
Time-series: increase in credit spreads would 
reduce firm’s incentives to issue debt. That is, issue ,
debt when debt is cheap

True but perhaps not convincing Too obvious!True, but perhaps not convincing. Too obvious!
Cross-sectional: firms with greater exposure to 
systematic risk (e g high beta firms) should havesystematic risk (e.g., high beta firms) should have 
lower leverage
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Almeida, Choi, Philippon and Richardson 
(2010)

We test this hypothesis by running regressions ofWe test this hypothesis by running regressions of 
leverage ratios on asset betas and standard controls

Notice it is important to use asset betas since equity 
beta is mechanically related to leverage

Choi (2010) constructs measures of asset returns by 
computing market values of debt for a large sample ofcomputing market values of debt for a large sample of 
US firms

We use his data to compute asset betas
Alternative method: Merton-KMV model  
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Asset beta and leverage (debt/assets)
(1) (2)

Asset beta ‐0.08 ‐0.06
(‐6.67) (‐5.9)

Asset volatility ‐0.6 ‐0.96
(‐1.36) (‐2.62)

Size 0.04 0.03
(19.43) (14.35)

Collateral 0.11 0.1
(6 85) 7 34(6.85) 7.34

Profitability ‐0.26 (0.28)
(‐13.68) ‐18.9

Q 0 02 0 04Q ‐0.02 ‐0.04
(‐8.94) (‐20.7)

Number Obs 14518 14518
R2 0 33 0 37R2 0.33 0.37

• Increase in Beta from 0.5 to 1.5 decreases leverage by 6% to 8% 
26
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Aggregate risk and leverageAggregate risk and leverage
• Exposure to systematic risk significantly 

increases the cost of financial distress and can 
help explain why firms do not take morehelp explain why firms do not take more 
advantage of tax shields

• Firms ith greater e pos re to s stematic risk• Firms with greater exposure to systematic risk 
have lower leverage ratios
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Why do firms hold cash?Why do firms hold cash?
• Disadvantages

– Liquid assets pay low yields
Interest on cash holdings is generally taxable– Interest on cash holdings is generally taxable

– Cash may lead to free cash flow problems

Wh t i th b fit f h ldi h?• What is the benefit of holding cash?
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Financial flexibilityy
• The importance of financial flexibility: making 

sure that future expenditures can be funded
– CFOs in Graham and Harvey’s (2001) survey citeCFOs in Graham and Harvey s (2001) survey cite 

flexibility as the most important factor that drives 
financial decisionsfinancial decisions

• We will now argue that maintaining flexibility 
i fi t itt dmay require firms to secure pre-committed 

financing, and (possibly) hold cash
29



A simple model of liquidity managementp q y g
• Consider a firm with the following project

λ1
0 R

I

λ−1

- I
RPay ρ

λ ρ−

0D ’ 0

• Key feature: uncertain investment need in the future

Don’t pay ρ
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• Key feature: uncertain investment need in the future



Assumptionsp
• Firm must borrow to finance the project

• Project is positive NPV:  (1 – λ) R + λ (R – ρ) > I 

It i ffi i t t i t i t t λ R > 0• It is efficient to invest ρ in state λ:  R – ρ > 0

• Financial constraint
• Firm can only pledge a fraction τ of the cash flow R 

as collateral for borrowing
• This fraction is low enough: τ R < ρ



Financing the projectg p j
• Consider two options (for now)

• Option 1: borrow exactly I, and wait until tomorrow to 
secure financing for the investment need ρ. No cash g ρ
holdings

• Option 2: borrow more than I and hold the balance as• Option 2: borrow more than I, and hold the balance as 
cash in the firm. Cash holdings = C 



Option 1 – no cashp
• Firm has zero cash, and needs to borrow ρ if the 

investment need realizes

• If the firm is financially constrained this strategy• If the firm is financially constrained, this strategy 
may not work

• In the model, since τ R < ρ, the firm does not 
have enough collateral to borrow in state λhave enough collateral to borrow in state λ

• The firm is liquidated, and loses value R – ρ > 0  



Option 2 – cash holdingsp g
• Firm has cash = C, and can use it to fund the 

investment need ρ

• If C + τ R > ρ the firm is not liquidated• If C + τ R > ρ, the firm is not liquidated

• Value gained = R – ρ > 0g ρ

• If this value is greater than the costs of holding 
h h i i i l f h fi h ld hcash, then it is optimal for the firm to hold cash



Option 2 – cash holdingsp g

Addi i l i

Borrow more than I

1 - λ
Additional payment to investors

Cash

λ



Option 2 – cash holdingsp g

Addi i l i

Borrow more than I

1 - λ
Additional payment to investors

Cash

λ

S hSave cash



Option 2 – cash holdingsp g
Borrow more than I

Addi i l i
1 - λ

Additional payment to investors

Cash

λ Use cash to finance 
li idit h k

S h

liquidity shock 

Save cash

• So cash is a way of transferring funds from good to bad states of y g g
the world (Acharya, Almeida and Campello, 2007)



Are cash holdings the only solution?Are cash holdings the only solution?
• Remember that there are costs of holding cash, so this 

i fstrategy is not free

• For example, firm must hold funds in liquid/safe p , q
securities from initial date until the future, and pay 
liquidity premium



Are cash holdings the only solution?Are cash holdings the only solution?
• Remember that there are costs of holding cash, so this 

i fstrategy is not free

• For example, firm must hold funds in liquid/safe p , q
securities from initial date until the future, and pay 
liquidity premium

• Cash appears to be a crude way of managing liquidity. 
Can we improve on that using more sophisticatedCan we improve on that using more sophisticated 
financial contracts?

• Firm wants to issue a security that pays investors in state• Firm wants to issue a security that pays investors in state 
(1- λ), in exchange for a payment in state λ



Managing liquidity with no cashManaging liquidity with no cash

P i
1 - λ

Payment y to investors

No cash 
payments

λ
Investors inject w in firm

payments

Investors inject w in firm 

• (1 – λ)y = λw so investors break even(1 λ)y  λw, so investors break even

• w > ρ – τR, so that firm can finance investment need   



Are there such securities in the real world?Are there such securities in the real world?

P i
1 - λ

Payment y to investors

No cash 
payments

λ
Investors inject w in firm

payments

Investors inject w in firm 

• Yes: bank credit lines (investor = bank)( )
• Firm pays “commitment fee” y in states with no liquidity needs
• Bank commits to lending in liquidity state at pre-specified rate, 
up to a facility limit w



Acharya, Almeida and Campello (2010)y , p ( )
• Cash versus credit lines in the firm’s liquidity 

management

• Cash reserves
– Get a dollar tomorrow for paying a liquidity premium today

Li f di• Lines of credit
– Only arrange for cash when required
– This optionality potentially makes them more attractive (no 

need for the firm to carry liquid funds)

• Is there a cost to LCs too?



Aggregate risk and credit line provisiongg g p

Firm pays y to bank
1 - λ

Firm pays y to bank

λ
Bank injects w in firm 

• Suppose now that there are many firms• Suppose now that there are many firms 
demanding credit lines from the banking sector



Aggregate risk and credit line provisiongg g p

State 1 - λ State λ

Firm

State 1 λ

yFirm

Firm FirmBANK

y

y
w

Firm y

w

If li idit i k i idi ti t bl• If liquidity risk is idiosyncratic, not a problem. 
Bank can use payments y to fund credit line 
d ddrawdowns w



Aggregate risk and credit line provisiongg g p

State 1 - λ State λState 1 λ

w Firm

FirmBANK
w

No 
firms! Firmw

w Firm

B t if li idit i k i t ti fi ill ll• But, if liquidity risk is systematic, firms will all 
demand credit lines at same time and bank 
li idit di !liquidity may disappear!



Deriving testable implicationsDeriving testable implications
• We write a model in which some firms have We w e ode w c so e s ve

idiosyncratic liquidity risk, while other firms are 
aggregate-riskyaggregate risky   

• Bank knows firms’ exposure to systematic risk 
d i diff di li fand can write different credit line contracts for 

different types of firms

• Firms choose between cash and credit lines by 
trading off the cost of opening a credit line andtrading-off the cost of opening a credit line and 
the cost of carrying cash



Testable implicationsp
• Firms with higher aggregate risk are more likely to hold 

cash reserves than lines of credit

• Firms with high aggregate risk face higher cost of bank• Firms with high aggregate risk face higher cost of bank 
credit lines

• Tradeoff is more relevant for financially constrained 
firmsfirms 

• Tradeoff between cash/LC is more relevant during 
periods with higher aggregate risk in the economy



Empirical testsp
• Dependent variable captures the relative use of cash 

dit li f t li idit t

T otal LC

versus credit lines for corporate liquidity management:

T otal LCLC -to-cash  
T otal LC C ash

=
+

• We proxy for firms’ aggregate risk by their asset Beta
• But we also use other proxies

• Cash-flow based beta
• Bank beta (firm against index of bank stock returns)
• Tail beta (firm exposure against really bad shocks)
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Li f C dit U b 3 di it SIC I d t

.5

Line of Credit Usage by 3-digit SIC Industry

.4
sh

.3
LC

-to
-C

as
.2

.1

0 .5 1 1.5 2
Beta KMV

LC-to-Cash  =  0.42    - 0.09* Asset Beta
(12 3) ( 2 8)(12.3)      (-2.8)



Empirical evidence: firm-levelEmpirical evidence: firm level

∑ ++++=−−
t

tittiti YearControlsBetaCashtoLC ,2,1, εββα

Controls from Sufi (2009)

• Result:• Result:
One stdev increase in asset Beta (one) decreases LC-to-Cash by 
9% 
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Empirical evidence: LC pricingEmpirical evidence: LC pricing
• Mechanism in the model: high beta firms switch to cash because 

of costs of opening bank credit line

• Do high beta firms pay high credit line spreads?Do high beta firms pay high credit line spreads?

B t KMVS d t ll lD l +++

ti

tti BetaKMVSpread

,3

210,

controls level-Firm                   
controlslevel-Deal

ωμ
μμμ

++

+++=
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Conclusion
• Under frictionless markets (e.g., M&M), exposure to 

t ti i k tt f l ti b t h ld tsystematic risk matters for valuation but should not 
affect corporate financial policies

• This presentation shows that aggregate risk does matter 
because
• Financial distress costs happen in bad times
• Firms need pre-committed financing, and under aggregate risk p g, gg g

cash may be the best way of securing it

• Insight sheds light on two big questionsInsight sheds light on two big questions
• Why do firms have low leverage ratios?
• Why do firms hold cash?
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• Why do firms hold cash?



Final thoughtsFinal thoughts
• High cash and low debt may have helped the US 

corporate sector during the recent financial crisis

• In some sense the financial crisis is a good illustrationIn some sense, the financial crisis is a good illustration 
of the insights of this research

L t h k th t ff t fi ’ bilit t• Large aggregate shock that affects firms’ ability to 
raise financing and increases bankruptcy costs 

• Unfortunately, the US financial sector followed a very 
different overall strategygy
• High leverage, high exposure to systematic risk 
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